Customizing the Structure, Composition, and Properties of Alloy Nanoclusters by Metal Exchange.
The properties of metal materials can be greatly enriched by including various elements to generate alloys. The galvanic replacement represents a classical method for the preparation of both bulk- and nanoalloy materials. The difference of the electrochemical potential between the two metals acts as the driving force for the galvanic replacement reaction. However, this classical rule partially fails at the ultrasmall size scale, for that novel chemistry emerges by the decrease of the size of materials down to less than 3 nm due to the strong quantum effect. In this Account, we discuss an emerging topic of nanochemistry, the metal exchange in atomically precise ultrasmall (<3 nm) metal nanoparticles (or nanoclusters). The metal exchange method uses different types of metal sources (e.g., AuBrPPh3 or AgSR complexes) to react with templating metal nanoclusters (e.g., Au25(SR)18-), and finally alloy nanoclusters are produced. We demonstrate that the metal exchange reaction between metal nanoclusters and metal complexes does not follow the classical metal activity sequence (i.e., Fe > Cd > Co > Ni > Pb > Cu > Hg > Ag > Pd > Pt > Au) and such metal exchange reactions in the nanocluster range is, to a large extent, related with the electron shell closing and the structural stability of nanoclusters. In the subsequent sections, we present effective control over the number, position, and distribution of the dopants. The shape and structure of the final alloy products can be tailored by recently developed metal exchange methods. More importantly, modulation and enhancement of the properties of NCs through metal exchange are realized. For example, the largely increased quantum yield and the significantly improved catalytic activity. In addition, we shall also discuss the real-time characterization of the metal exchange reaction by the combination of UV-vis absorption spectroscopy, high resolution electrospray ionization mass spectrometry (ESI-MS), matrix assisted laser desorption ionization time-of-flight mass spectrometry (MALDI-TOF-MS), and single crystal X-ray diffraction (SC-XRD). By controlling the charge of the templating metal nanoclusters and the different types of metal complexes, the driving force of metal exchange has been studied, which is considered to be the thermodynamics rather than the electrochemical potential. In summary, the metal exchange reactions in the ultrasmall nanocluster range are totally different compared with the case of larger-sized metal nanoparticles. Depending on this novel method, atomically precise alloy nanoclusters can be prepared by reacting the nanocluster composed of inert metal (such as Au) with complexes of high-activity metals (e.g., Cd/Hg/Cu/Ag). We anticipate that future research on the metal exchange will contribute to the fundamental understanding of reaction behavior of metal atoms in ultrasmall nanoclusters and to the design of alloy nanoclusters with enhanced properties.